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Abstract 
We propose a (first) simple natural model of a non-finitely generated 
braided non-commutative Hopf Algebra, suggested by the elementary 
quantum mechanics. 
1. Introduction 
The idea of quantum group has been introduced, in a pure mathematical context, 
independently by Drinfeld ([16], [17]) and Jimbo ([39], [40]), who used the 
adjective ‘quantum’ for the fact that a such structure is obtained quantizing 
(according to geometric quantization) a Poisson symplectic structure introduced on 
the algebra ( )C,GF  of the differentiable C -functions defined on a Lie group G. 
This structure of quantum group is the result of a non-commutative Hopf algebra 
achieved as non-commutative (non-trivial) deformations ([5]) of the initial Hopf 
algebra ( ),, CGF  or of the universal enveloping Hopf algebras of an arbitrary 
semisimple Lie algebra. A little later, Manin (see [53]) and Woronowicz ([64]) 
independently constructed non-commutative deformations of the algebra of 
functions on ( )C2SL  and ,2SU  respectively. 
On the other hand, the study of quantum group was inspired by the works of 
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physicists on integrable XYZ models with highest spin. Moreover, Faddeev and 
coworkers ([25], [26], [27]), had already used similar structures in mathematical 
physics, for the algebra of quantum inverse scattering transform of the theory of 
integrable models, as well Kulish and Reshetikhin ([43]) and Sklyanin ([44]). 
However, from elementary quantum mechanics, it is possible constructs a 
simple model of a braided non-commutative Hopf algebra, through an algebraically 
modern re-examination of few elementary notions of the original papers of 
Heisenberg et al. [33] on matrix quantum mechanics. 
The basic algebraic structure for our model is that of groupoid. Independently, 
Baer ([4]), and Brandt ([8]) in some of his researches on quadratic forms on ,Z  
introduced a well-defined new algebraic structure, that we will call Ehresmann-Baer-
Brandt groupoid (or EBB-groupoid) (see [9], [15], [37], [45], [49]). It is a partial 
algebraic structure because is an algebraic system provided by a partial (or no total) 
composition law, that is, not defined everywhere. 
Historically, Eilenberg and Steenrod ([23]) formulated the notion of abstract 
category on the basis of the previous notion introduced by Eilenberg and MacLane 
([24]), considering a groupoid as a special category in which every morphism has an 
inverse (see also [50]). A little later, the notions of abstract category and groupoid 
appeared too in the work of Ehresmann ([21]). 
However, retrospectively, the common substructure to all these notions of 
groupoid, is that of multiplicative system (or Eilenberg-Steenrod groupoid, or ES-
groupoid), say ( ),,, ◊◊DG  where ◊  is a partial composition law over G, defined 
on a domain .GG ×⊆◊D  It was introduced by [23]. 
The further categorial (over) structure of an ES-groupoid, leads to the notion of 
Eilenberg-MacLane groupoid (or EM-groupoid), introduced in [22], and to the 
equivalent1 notion of Ehresmann groupoid (or E-groupoid), introduced in [21]. We 
will use the notion of E-groupoid. 
An E-groupoid is an algebraic system of the type ( ( ) ),,,,, 0 srGG  where G, 
( )0G  are non-void sets such that ( ) ( )00 :,, GGsrGG →⊆  and ( ) GG →2:  
with ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ },,, 21212 grgsGGggG =×∈=  satisfying the following conditions: 
                                                          
1See [62] for a proof of this equivalence. 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( );, 2211212211 Ggggrggrgsggs ∈∀==•   
( ) ( ) ( );02 Ggggrgs ∈∀==•  
( )( ) ( )( ) ;3 Gggggrgsg ∈∀=α=α•   
( ) ( ) ;,, 3213213214 Gggggggggg ∈∀=•   
( )( ) ( )( ),,:, 1115 gsgggrggGgGg α=α=∈∃∈∀• −−−   
where ( ) GG →α ⊂0:  is the immersion of ( )0G  into G. The maps r, s are called, 
respectively, range (or target) and source, G is the support and ( )0G  is the set of 
units of the groupoid. 1−g  is said the (bilateral) inverse of g, so that we have an 
inversion map of the type ,: 1−→ ggiG  defined on the whole of G. Instead, the 
map   is a partial map defined on ( ) ,2 GGG ×⊆  and not on the whole of .GG ×  
However, from now on, for simplicity, we will suppress the symbol α in 3. and 5., 
writing only ( ) ( )gsgr ,  instead of ( )( ) ( )( )., gsgr αα  However, an E-groupoid is 
more general than the first notion of groupoid used by W. Brandt and A. Baer, that 
we call Baer-Brandt groupoid (or BB-groupoid); indeed, a BB-groupoid may be 
defined as an E-groupoid satisfying the further condition 
GgGgg ∈′∃∈′′∀• ,,6  such that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,, 22 GggGgg ∈′′′∈′  
so that, we will call an Ehresmann-Baer-Brandt groupoid (or EBB-groupoid2), an 
algebraic system satisfying .6...,,1=• ii  
In view of the applications to quantum mechanics, it is important the following 
particular examples of EBB-groupoid (see [15], Section II.5). 
If X is an abstract (non-empty) set, let ,2XG =  ( ) ( ) =∆= 20 XG  
( ){ },;, Xxxx ∈  ( ) ,,:1 xyxprr →=  ( ) yyxprs →= ,:2  Xyx ∈∀ ,  and 
( ) ( ) ( ).,,, zxzyyx =  Then, it is easy to verify that ( ( ) ),,,, 0 srGG  is an EBB-
                                                          
2Nijenhuis ([55]) sets the structures of groupoid in the general context of the group theory, 
whereas a topological characterization of such structures is due to Golab ([31]). 
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groupoid, with ( ) ( ) ( ).,,, 11 xyyxyx sd == −−  It is called3 the natural EBB-groupoid 
on X, and denoted by ( ).XEBBG  
On the other hand, there exists E-groupoids that are not EBB-groupoids. For 
instance, if Γ is a group that acts on a set X by the action ,: XX →×Γψ  if e is the 
identity of Γ, and if we put4 ,XG ×Γ=  ( ) { } ,0 XeG ×=  ( ) ,, xxgr =  ( ) =xgs ,  
( )xg,ψ  and ( ) ( ) ( )xggygxg ,,, 2121 =  if and only if5 ( ),,1 xgy ψ=  then we 
obtain an E-groupoid, with ( ) ( ( )),,,, 11 xggxg ψ= −−  called the semidirect 
product E-groupoid of Γ by X and denoted by .XEΓ  
Nevertheless, such a structure may not be an EBB-groupoid if, for example, the 
action ψ is not transitive. In fact, for every ( ) ( ) ,,,, 31 Gzgxg ∈  then there exists 
( ) Gyg ∈,2  such that ( ) ( ) ( )221 ,, Gygxg ∈  and ( ) ( ) ( )232 ,, Gzgyg ∈  if and 
only if ( )xgy ,1ψ=  and ( ),,2 ygz ψ=  that is, if and only if there exists Gg ∈2  
such that ( )( )xggz 12 , ψψ=  for given z, ( ) .,1 Xxg ∈ψ  Therefore, if ψ is a no 
transitive action, follows that XEΓ  is an E-groupoid but not an EBB-groupoid. 
The following result puts in relation the two structures of E-groupoid and EBB-
groupoid (see [62]). 
I. A multiplicative system ( )◊◊ ,, DG  is an E-groupoid if and only if there 
exists a unique partition P  of G such that ∪ PD ∈◊ ⊆ A A  and that the induced 
multiplicative system ( )AA ◊,  be an EBB-groupoid for every .P∈A  
For instance, if the given multiplicative system is an E-groupoid, namely, 
( ( ) ),,,, 0 srGG  (with ),◊=  then we consider the relation 
{( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}.,,,,;,~ 22 GggGggGgGGgg ∈′′′∈′∈′∃×∈′′=  
                                                          
3 Or pair EBB-groupoid, or coarse EBB-groupoid. 
4 In the definition of r and s, it is necessary to consider the bijection ( ) ,, Xxxex ∈∀→  that 
identifies X with { } .Xe ×  
5 Indeed, ( ) { ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )}ygrxgsGygxgG ,,;,,, 212212 =∈=  and ( ) ( ) =ψ= xgxgs ,, 11  
( ) ,,21 ygryxg ==  that is .1xgy =  
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Hence, it is possible to prove that ~  is an equivalence relation, so that ~G=P  is 
a partition of G. If we set ( ) ( ) ,22 AGA ∩=  ( ) ( ) ,,00 ArrAGA A |== ∩  AssA |=  
and ( ) ,2AA |=   for every ,P∈A  then ( ( ) )AAA srAA ,,,,, 0  is an EBB-
groupoid. 
2. The Notion of Convolution Structure6 
Let A be a unitary commutative ring, J be a set of indices and { ∈= jxX j ;  
} ( ) JjjxJ ∈=  be a family of abstract symbols. Let 
( )






∈∈== ∑
∈
∈
Jj
jjjjJjj XxAaxaxX ,;  
be the set of the formal linear combinations of the elements of ( ) Jjjx ∈  with 
coefficients on jj xaA :  must be understood as the value of a map of the type 
,XXA →×  whereas ∑ ∈Jj jj xa  have all coefficients ja  zero except a finite 
number; X  is said the free set generated by X. With the operations 
( )∑∑∑
∈∈∈
+=



+



Jj
jjj
Jj
jj
Jj
jj xbaxbxa ,  (5) 
( )∑∑
∈∈
∈=



⋅
Jj
jj
Jj
jj Aaxaaxaa ,,  (6) 
X  is an A-module, said the free A-module on X, with base X. In this context, it is 
possible to prove that its elements admits a unique decompositions of the type 
∑ ∈Jj jj xa .  We will denote this free A-module by ( ) ( ) ,,, ⋅+= XXAM  the 
operations ⋅+,  being (5), (6). Furthermore, it is possible to prove that: an A-module 
( )⋅+,,M  is free on ( ) MX ⊆≠∅  if and only if, for any A-module ( )⋅+′ ,,M  and 
                                                          
6See [32], [56], [3], [61]. 
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for any map ,: MX ′→ϕ  there exists a unique A-homomorphism of A-modules 
MM ′→ψ :  such that X|ψ=ϕ  (in such case, ψ is said A-extension of ϕ, whereas 
X is a base of M, that is ).XM =  A base identifies a unique free A-module in the 
sense that, if M, M ′  are two free A-modules with respective bases X, X ′  and 
XXf ′→:  is a bijection, then M, M ′  are A-isomorphic. These last results are 
important in the processes of linear extension from a base. 
On the free A-module ( ) ( )⋅+= ,,XXAM  it is possible establish a structure 
of unitary ring (in general, non-commutative) by a precise7 product ∗ (of 
convolution) of elements of .X  The resulting algebraic structure8 ( ) =XAC  
( ),,,, ∗⋅+X  is said a convolution structure associated to the free A-module 
( ).XAM  
It is important to point out that such structure is strictly related to the choice of 
the product ∗, and, to this purpose, the following remarks are meaningful. When the 
set X is already endowed with a given algebraic structure of the type ( )◊,X  (for 
example, that of EBB-groupoid), formal coherence principles imposes that such 
(convolution) product must be ‘predetermined’ by such preexistent structure. For 
instance, it is usually required such product to be the result of the linear A-extension 
of the operation ◊, eventually taking into account further informal requirements (of 
physical nature). 
In particular, in view of the next arguments, A will be a scalar field ,K  so that 
the A-module ( )⋅+,,X  is a K -linear space that will be extended to a linear K -
algebra (often said the convolution K -algebra of the given A-module), by means a 
convolution product. 
Historically, the first structures of convolution K -algebras were the so-called 
group algebra, convolution structures made on a given group. Group algebras were 
                                                          
7A priori, the formal choice of this convolution product may be arbitrary. Nevertheless, in the 
mathematical physics context, often there are cases where such choice is forced by some ad 
hoc physical reasons (as, for example, causality – see [61]). 
8The unitary ring (in general, non-commutative) of this structure ( ) ,XAC  is ( ) ,,, ∗+X  
whereas the convolution product ∗ and the A-module product ⋅, are linked by the compatibility 
relation ( ) ( ) ( ) ;,, XyxAayaxyxayxa ∈∀∈∀⋅∗=∗⋅=∗⋅  as usual, the product ⋅ is 
implicit. 
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introduced (for finite groups) by T. Molien and G. Frobenius, for investigations of 
representations of these groups. Subsequently, at the beginning of the 20th-century, 
Schur ([59]) and Weyl ([63]) used systematically the group algebras for 
investigations of compact groups and commutative locally compact groups. 
For applications of group algebra structures to quantum mechanics, see, for 
example, [46]. 
3. The Notion of EBB-groupoid Algebra 
With any EBB-groupoid, a unique, well defined, natural structure of linear K -
algebra is associated by means a precise convolution product ∗. 
If K  is a field, let us consider the free K -module generated by the support of 
the given EBB-groupoid, hence we will consider the related convolution structure 
provided by an adapted convolution product. Such a group algebra is more 
appropriately called the EBB-groupoid algebra associated to the given EBB-
groupoid (although it is nothing else that a group algebra on the support of a EBB-
groupoid). 
If ( ( ) )G ,,,, 0 srGG=  is an EBB-groupoid and K  is a scalar field, we put 
,GX =  and thus ( ) ( ) 


 ∈∀∈λλ= ∑ ∈Gg GggggG ,; K  is the set of the 
formal combinations (with coefficients in K ) of elements of G, equipped with the 
operations 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑∑∑
∈∈∈
µ+λ=



µ+



λ
GgGgGg
ggggggg ,  (1) 
( ) ( )( )∑∑
∈∈
∈µ∀µλ=



λ⋅µ
GgGg
gggg .K  (2) 
( ) ( )⋅+= ,,GGKM  is a free K -module (that is a K -linear space) with base G. 
We define the convolution product 
( ) ( ) ( )∑∑∑
∈∈∈
ξ=



µ∗



λ
GgGgGg
gggggg ,  (3) 
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where (with Cauchy) 
( ) ( ) ( )∑
=
∈∀µλ=ξ
ggg
Ggggg
21
.21

 (4) 
Therefore, it is immediate to verify that ( ) ( ),,,, ∗⋅+= GGKC  as convolution 
structure associated to ( ) ,GM  is a linear K -algebra, that we will call the EBB-
groupoid algebra (over the field K ) associated to the EBB-groupoid ( ( ) ,, 0GG=G  
).,, sr  We will denote it by ( ).GAK  As regards what has been said at the end of 
Section 2, it is possible a (unique) linear extension of the algebraic relations of the 
EBB-groupoid G  to ( ).GAK  
4. Brief Outlines of Atomic Spectroscopy9 
The physical phenomenology leading to the first theoretical formulations of 
quantum mechanics, were the atomic spectroscopy of emission and absorption of 
electromagnetic waves. Nevertheless, the classical physics failed in the interpretation 
of the structure of the observed atomic spectra of the various chemical elements. An 
atomic spectrum of emission [absorption] of an arbitrary chemical element is 
characterized by a well defined sequence of spectral lines. Each spectroscopic line is 
related to the emission [absorption] of an electromagnetic radiation of well precise 
frequency, from the atom of the given chemical element under examination. Hence, 
each spectral line is identified by that well-determined frequency ν of the e.m. 
radiation corresponding to it. Moreover, such lines appear organized into groups 
called (spectral) series (of the given spectrum). 
From these experimental investigations, born the atomic spectroscopy of the 
beginning of the 20th-century. It was, mainly, a coherent set of qualitative and 
descriptive rules concerning the symmetry and regularity properties of these spectral 
lines. The new quantum theory was built on the basis of it. The first semi-
quantitative spectroscopic rules has been formulated with the quantum theory of N. 
H. Bohr, A. Sommerfeld and W. Wilson in the years 1913-1914, on the basis of the 
pioneering works of M. Planck, A. Einstein, E. Rutherford, and others. 
Nevertheless, in experimental spectroscopy, the works of J. R. Rydberg (1908) 
                                                          
9 See [24], Chapt. 7, and [1], [20], [24], [30], [38], [47]. 
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and W. Ritz (1910) got a prominent rule, and led to the formulation of their 
homonymous principle. 
From the analysis of the (spectral) series of lines of several single atomic 
spectra, Rydberg established the following (Rydberg) combination principle: 
1•  Each spectral line, of any series, can be described in terms of suitable 
spectral terms ( ) ( ) ;, N∈nsnT s  
2•  The frequency (or the wave number) of a line is given by a relation of the 
type 
(♠) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ),,, nTnT ssss nn −′=ν ′′′  
where s, s′  are indices of spectral series (of lines), n, n′  indices of lines (of spectral 
series), and ( )( ) 0lim =∞→ nT sn  for any fixed s; 
3•  There are precise selection rules that are imposed instructions10 on the 
possible values s, s′  of (♠) in order that the frequency predicted by this formula 
represents observed spectral lines. 
Successively, Ritz stated that: 
(1) On the basis of the Rydberg’s formula, found for the hydrogenoid atoms, 
according to 
( )( ) ( )2sHs anRnT −=  
(where HR  is a universal constant (of Rydberg) and ...,,, 210 aaa  are real 
constants, typical of each hydrogenoid atom, and that characterizes the different 
spectral series of its spectrum), it is possible to formulate, for the spectral terms, the 
following more general expression 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )2nKnnT ss Φ=  (Ritz-Rydberg formula) 
where K is a universal constant, and ( )( ) 1lim =Φ∞→ nsn  for each fixed s; 
                                                          
10 For instance, a simple selection rule is .1=′− ss  In any case, according to these rules, 
not every possible combination of values of s, ,s′  corresponds to an effectively observed 
spectral lines, but only those that satisfy well defined algebraic relations. 
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(2) The frequencies of the lines of each spectral series (that is, for each fixed 
),ss =′  verify the following Ritz’s combination (or composition) law 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) .,,, s kis kjs ji ν=ν+ν  
Subsequently, Ritz verified the validity of law (2) also for the lines of different 
series, reaching to a more general Ritz-Rydberg composition law11: 
(♣)  ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) .,,,,,,,,,, kjissss kiss kjss ji ∀′∀ν=ν+ν ′′′  
The principle achieved by the above conditions (1) and (2), with the last 
extension due to Ritz, it is usually called the Ritz-Rydberg composition principle (as 
extension of the Rydberg’s composition principle). The main interesting part of this 
principle is the Ritz-Rydberg composition law12 ( ) ( ) ( ).,,, kikjji ν=ν+ν  The 
principle has been confirmed by a large class of spectroscopic phenomena, ranging 
from atomic spectra to the molecular ones, from those optical to the X-ray spectra, 
and so on. 
The class of the fundamental Franck-Hertz experiments ([10]; [29], Chap. IV, 
Section 10; [36]), experimentally confirmed the existence of discrete energy levels in 
an atom (predicted by N. H. Bohr), each characterized by a certain frequency 
( EhE ,=ν  being the typical energy value of the given level). Hence, the set of the 
energy levels of an atom is characterized by a well determined set of frequencies 
{ } ,,; ++ ⊆⊆∈∈νν= RNR IiiiIF  that the Franck-Hertz experiences proved 
to be finite or countable, hence labelled by a subset I of .N  Since I is a non-empty 
subset of ( )≤;N  (with the usual order), IF  can be ordered according to the 
increasing indices of I, so that we can assume that the map Iii Ii ∈∀∈ν→ρ F:   
is monotonically increasing and thus .~ II F=  Moreover, at each energy level 
correspond the energy ,ii hE ν=  where h is the Planck’s constant. Furthermore, we 
recall another basic principle of the spectroscopy, namely the principle of A. 
Conway (see [54], Chapter 13, Section 11), according to any spectral line is 
                                                          
11Independently by eventual selection rules on s, s′  as, instead, required by the Rydberg’s 
combination principle (see .)3•  Moreover, (♣) is verified by (♠), under the suitable selection 
rules. 
12 Neglecting the series indices ( )., ss ′  
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produced, once at a time, by a unique (perinuclear) electron, with 0≠νij  whenever 
.ji ≠  
A spectral line correspond to the electromagnetic radiation involved in the 
transition of an electron from a given level to another. If, throughout such transition 
,ji →  the initial energy level is iν  and the final is ,jν  with ,ji ≠  then the only 
physical observable (according to P. A. M. Dirac – see [19]) is the electromagnetic 
radiation of emission ( ),if ji >  or of absorption ( ),if ji <  with frequency 
( ) .hEE ijijji −=ν−ν=ν →  In the emission it is ,0<ν → ji  whereas in the 
absorption it is .0>ν → ji  Let we put13 ,ijji ν=ν →  so that, if ,0<ν−ν=ν ijij  
then we have an emission line, whereas, if ,0>ν−=ν ijji  then we have an 
absorption line. It follows the existence of a simple (opposite) symmetry, called the 
Kirchhoff-Bunsen (inversion) symmetry (or KB-symmetry), between the emission 
spectrum and the absorption spectrum of the same atom, given by jiij ν−=ν  (and 
that follows from the Ritz-Rydberg composition law). Therefore, the lines of the 
atomic spectrum (of emission/absorption) of a chemical element, are represented (in 
R ) by the elements of the set { } ,,; RN ⊆⊆∈ν−ν=ν=∆ IjiijijIF  
symmetric respect to the origin, whose positive part represents the absorption 
spectrum, whereas that negative represents the emission spectrum. 
Finally, other spectroscopic principles prescribe symmetries and regularities of 
this set, from which it is possible infer further algebraic properties of it. However, as 
seen, between these principles, the Ritz-Rydberg combination principle has a 
prominent rule in justifies the intrinsic non-commutativity of the formal quantum 
theory. 
5. The Heisenberg-Born-Jordan EBB-groupoid 
In general, ( )+∆ ;IF  is not a subgroup of the commutative group ( )+;R  
because, if ,, Ilkij F∆∈νν  not even lkij ν±ν  correspond to an observed spectral 
line, that is may be .Ilkij F∆∉ν±ν  The elements of IF∆  combines by means the 
                                                          
13 With ( ) ., ijji ν=ν  
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Ritz-Rydberg combination principle, according to Ilkij F∆∈ν+ν  if and only if14 
,lj =  whence .iklkij ν=ν+ν  It is just this last principle that make + a partial 
law15 in ,IF∆  so that ( )+∆ ;IF  not only is not a subgroup, but neither a groupoid 
in the sense of Universal Algebra (see [12], or16 [7]). We will prove, instead, that it 
is an EBB-groupoid. Indeed, if ,IG F∆=  we have ( ) ( ) ,0 iijI rG ν=ν×= F  
( ) jijs ν=ν  with lkij νν   defined on ( ) {( ) ( ) =ν∆×∆∈νν= ijIIlkij sG ;,2 FF  
( )}.lkr ν  Therefore, since ( ) ( ),lkljij rs ν=ν=ν=ν  we have ,lj ν=ν  from 
which (by the bijectivity of ii ν→ρ :  of Section 4) follows that ,lj =  hence 
.jkijlkij νν=νν   Thus, if ,~+=  we have17 ikjkijjkij ν=ν+ν=νν ~  by 
the Ritz-Rydberg composition law, and hence it is immediate to verify that GHBJ 
( ) ( )+∆= ~,,,, srIIIHBJ FFFG  is an EBB-groupoid, said18 the Heisenberg-Born-
Jordan EBB-groupoid (or HBJ EBB-groupoid). There are many different 
representation (or equivalent models) of ( ).IHBJ FG  We will consider a first 
representation in .2N  As regard what has been said above, the map →νξ ij:  
( ) ( ) IijIji F∆∈ν∀⊆∈ 22, N  is bijective, so that ,~ 2II =∆F  that is 2I  is a 
Cartesian representation of .IF∆  Considering the Cartesian lattice ,2N  if ( ) =∆ 2N  
( ){ },;, N∈iii  then the points ( ) 2, Iji ∈  with [ ]jiji ><  represents the lines of 
the absorption [emission] spectrum, whereas the points with ji =  represents the 
energy levels of the atom because, being Iii Ii F∈ν∀∈→νρ− :1  bijective and 
                                                          
14 This last condition suggests the formal presence of an EBB-groupoid structure. Indeed, this 
structure is endowed with a partial binary operation defined on a domain ( ) =2G  
( ) ( ) ( ){ },;, 2121 grgsGGgg =×∈  where the condition ( ) ( )21 grgs =  corresponds to 
,lj =  as we shall see. 
15 That is, do not defined for all possible pairs ( )., lkij νν  
16 This Author introduces a structure that he call magma, corresponding to the notion of 
groupoid of Universal Algebra. 
17 +~  denotes the usual addition of ( ) ,; +R  only partially defined on ( ) ,22 R⊂G  and that, 
substantially, represents the Ritz-Rydberg composition law. 
18 The motivation for this terminology will be given at Section 6. 
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( )iii ,: →α  bijection of N  in ( ),2N∆  we have that ( ) ( ) =ρα − IF1D  
( ){ } ( ) ( ( ))22;, N∆⊆∆=∈ IIiii  represents IF  in .2N  
Thus, we have a Cartesian representation (in 2N ) of the atomic spectrum 
:IF∆  the upper half plane respect to ( )2N∆  represents the absorption spectrum, 
whereas the lower half plane represents the emission spectrum, and finally ( )2I∆  
represents the set of energy levels of the atom. The points of the two emission and 
absorption half planes, are pairwise correlated by the (inversion) Kirchhoff-Bunsen 
symmetry, that it is a simple reflexive symmetry19 respect to ( ).2N∆  
The map ( ) ( ) ijIji ν→∈ξ− 21 ,:  provides the kinematical time evolution of a 
dynamic system through the coordinate q  and the momentum p  given by the 
(Hermitian) matrices 
( )   [ ] [ ]tiijtiij ijij epeq νπνπ == 22 , pq   (Heisenberg’s representation), 
from which follows that any other physical observable ( )pqg ,  can always be written 
in the form [ ].2 tiij ijeq νπ=g  
Finally, we have the identifications ,~~ 22 II I FF ==∆  that give a representation 
(in 2N ) of the algebraic system ( ).IHBJ FG  In fact, if we put ,IX =  it is 
immediate to verify that ( )IHBJ FG  is identifiable (since isomorphic to it) with the 
natural EBB-groupoid ( )XBrG  (of the last part of Section 1) with ,IX =  ,2IG =  
( ) ( ),20 IG ∆=  ( ) ,,: ijir →  ( ) ,,: jjis →  ( ) ( ) ( );,,, kikjji =  ( )IBrG  is 
said the Heisenberg-Born-Jordan natural EBB-groupoid. 
Two EBB-groupoids ( ( ) ),,,,, 1110111 G srGG=  ( ( ) )2220222 ,,,, G srGG=  
are said20 isomorphic if there exists ( ) ( )0201021 :,: GGGG →ψ→ψ  both bijective, 
                                                          
19From this symmetry it is possible to construct a second equivalent representation of the 
given EBB-groupoid. 
20This definition of isomorphism must be intended in the sense of category theory. 
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such that 012102 , ψ=ψψ=ψ DDDD ssrr  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ,21 ggggg ∀′ψψ=′ψ   
.1Gg ∈′  In this case, we will write .~ 21 GG =  
If ( ) ( ),, 21 IBrIHBJ GGFGG ==  the maps ( ) ,,: 2 Iijij Iji F∆∈ν∀∈→νψ  
( ) ( ) ,,: 20 Iii Iii F∈ν∀∆∈→νψ  are bijective and make isomorphic the two 
given B-groupoid21, that is ( ) ( ) ,~ IBrIHBJ GFG =  hence they are identifiable. 
6. The Heisenberg-Born-Jordan EBB-groupoid Algebra 
Let us prove that the EBB-groupoid algebra of the Heisenberg-Born-Jordan 
EBB-groupoid, in general, is a non-commutative linear K -algebra, isomorphic, in 
the finite dimensional case, to a well defined matrix K -algebra. 
First, from ( ) ( ),~ IHBJBr I FGG =  follows that22 ( ( )) =~IBrGAK  
( ( )).IHBJ FGAK  These two isomorphic structures represent the so-called23 
Heisenberg-Born-Jordan EBB-groupoid algebra (or HBJ EBB-algebra). 
It is ( ( )) ( )∗⋅+∆= ,,,IIHBJ FFGAK  with 
( ) ( )






∆∈∈λλ=∆ ∑
∆∈ Ig
II gggg
F
FF ,; K  
( ) ( ) ,,;






∆∈ν∈νλννλ= ∑
∆∈ν Iij
Iijijijij
F
FK  
the operations ⋅+,  being definite as in (1), (2), whereas the convolution product ∗ is 
defined as follows. If we consider two arbitrary elements of ,IF∆  their 
convolution product must be an element of this set, and hence it is expressible as 
                                                          
21For instance, we have ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,,~ jkijikjkij kjjiki ννψ===νψ=ν+νψ   the 
remaining conditions being easily verified. 
22Indeed, the base of the free K -modules constructed on such EBB-groupoid, that is to say 
their supports, are respectively 2I  and ,IF∆  and since ,~2 II F∆=  follows that the 
respective K -modules are K -isomorphic (see Section 3), whence ( )( ) =~IBrGAK  
( )( ).IHBJ FGAK  
23See Section 7. 
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unique linear combination of the base elements of .IF∆  Hence, in general, we have 
( ) ( ) ( )∑∑∑
∆∈ν∆∈ν∆∈ν
ννξ=



ννµ∗







ννλ
IpsIlkIij
pspslklkijij
FFF
,  
where ( ) K∈νξ ps  are uniquely determined by: 
( ) ( ) ( )∑
ν=ν+ν
νµνλ=νξ
pslkij
lkijps
~
,  
and, since lkij ν+ν ~  is defined if and only if ( ) ( ),lkij rs ν=ν  that is ,lj =  we have 
,~~ ikjkijlkij ν=ν+ν=ν+ν  and thus ,ikps ν=ν  that is ,, ksip ==  so that 
(◊) ( ) ( ) ( )∑
ν=ν+ν
νµνλ=νξ
ikjkij
jkijik
~
.  
In the last sum, the indexes i, k are saturated while ( )Ij ∈  is free, so that the sum is 
extended only to last index, that is we can write24 
( )  ( ) ( ) ( )∑
∈
νµνλ=νξ
Ij
jkijik  
and this is the expression of the generic element of the product25 matrix of the two 
formal matrices26 [ ( )] [ ( )]., lkij νµνλ  Then, in general, the Heisenberg-Born-Jordan 
EBB-groupoid algebra ( ( )),IHBJ FGAK  is non-commutative, and, if card ,∞<I  
then it is isomorphic to a matrix K -algebra (see [57], Chap. 5, Theorem 3.2, or [7], 
[48], [51]). 
Nevertheless, since, in general, I is not finite, it follows that ( ( ))IHBJ FGAK  is 
not a finitely generated K -algebra. 
                                                          
24 All these convolution structures are based on the Rytz-Rydberg composition law, and, the 
latter, has been at the foundations of the works of W. Heisenberg, M. Born and P. Jordan on 
matrix mechanics (see [1], [6], [16], [17], [20], [28], [30], [33], [34], [35], [38], [47], [58]). 
For modern quantum theories see [60], [24], whereas for the geometric developments of the 
non-commutativity, and its physical applications, see [13], [14]. 
25 Rows by columns. 
26 Of order card I. 
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7. The Notion of Hopf Algebra27 
Let KV  be a K -linear space and id its identity map. A K -algebra is an 
algebraic system ( )η= ,, mVKA  with VVVm →⊗:  (product) and V→η K:  
(unit) K -linear maps such that: 1) (associativity) ( ) ( );idid mmmm ⊗=⊗ DD  (2) 
( ) ( ) .ididid =η⊗=⊗η DD mm  We have ( ) .abbam =⊗  
A K -coalgebra is an algebraic system ( )ε∆= ,,KVcA  with VVV ⊗→∆ :  
(coproduct) and K→ε V:  (counit) K -linear maps such that: (1') (coassociativity) 
( ) ( ) ;idid ∆∆⊗=∆⊗∆ DD  (2') ( ) ( ) .ididid =∆ε⊗=∆⊗ε DD  A K -bialgebra 
is an algebraic system ( )ηε∆= ,,,, mVb KA  such that ( )ε∆,,KV  is a K -
coalgebra, ( )η,, mVK  a K -algebra and ∆, ε K -algebras homomorphism (see [Ka], 
Chapt. III, Theorem III.2.1). Let ( ),KVEndf ∈  and { }Iivi ∈;  a base of KV  with 
;dim IcardV =KK  then { ( ) }2,; Ijivv ji ∈⊗  is a base of ,VV ⊗  so that =v  
( )( )∑ ∈ ⊗λvIji jiij vvv,  for certain ( ) K∈λ vij  and ,2IIv ⊆  for any .VVv ⊗∈  
Then, we can use the following (Sweedler) sigma notation according to we will 
write simply ( )∑ ′′⊗′= v vvv  for given ;, KVvv ∈′′′  in particular, since 
( ) VVv ⊗∈∆  ,KVv ∈∀  we will have ( ) ( )∑ ′′⊗′=∆ v vvv .  If ( )ε∆,,KV  is a K -
coalgebra and ( )η,, mWK  is a K -algebra, for each ( ),,Hom, WVgf ∈  we have 
∈⊗ gf  ( ),,Hom WWVV ⊗⊗  so that, by exploiting the relations 
,WWWVVV mgf  →⊗ →⊗ → ⊗∆  
it is possible to consider the composition map ( ) ( ),,Hom WVgfm ∈∆⊗ DD  
denoted by gf ∗ˆ  and given by 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )xgfmvgfmvgf ∆⊗=∆⊗=∗ DDDˆ  
( )( )
( )
( )( )
( ) 




 ′′⊗′⊗=


 ′′⊗′⊗= ∑∑
vv
vvgfmvvgfm D  
                                                          
27 We follow [41], [42], [11], [52], [53] and [2]. 
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( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )∑∑ ∈∀′′′=


 ′′⊗′=
vv
Vvvgvfvgvfm ,  
defining the (internal) binary operation (also called convolution) 
( ) ( ) ( )WVWVWV ,Hom,Hom,Hom:ˆ →×∗  
( ) ( ).,Hom,ˆ, WVgfgfgf ∈∀∗x  
If ( )ηε∆= ,,,, mVb KA  is a K -bialgebra, what said above also subsists if we 
put ;WV =  an element a ( )VEnda ∈  is said an antipode of Ab  if =∗ idˆa  
,ˆid εη=∗ Da  and the algebraic system ( )ab ,A  is called a Hopf K -algebra28 of 
support .KV  
The commutativity (or not) [cocommutativity (or not)] of such a structure, 
follows from the commutativity (or not) [cocommutativity (or not)] of the linear K -
algebra ( )η,, mVK  [K -coalgebra ( )].,, ε∆KV  
A K -bialgebra ( )ηε∆= ,,,, mVb KA  is said quasi-cocommutative if there 
exists an invertible element R (said a universal R-matrix) of KK VV ⊗  such that 
( ) ( ) ,1 KVxRxRxop ∈∀∆=∆ −  where ∆τ=∆ DKK VVop ,  is the opposite coproduct 
on KV  and KK VV ,τ  is the flip switching the factors. We will denote such a quasi-
cocommutative K -bialgebra with ( ).,,,,, RmV ηε∆K  
Any cocommutative K -bialgebra is also quasi-cocommutative with universal 
R-matrix .11 KK VVR ⊗=  A Hopf K -algebra whose underling K -bialgebra has a 
universal R-matrix, is said a quasi-cocommutative Hopf K -algebra. 
For any ,KK VVR ⊗∈  we set ,1 312 KKKKK VVVVRR V ⊗=⊗⊗∈⊗=  
,1 323 KK VRR V ⊗∈⊗=  ( )( ) ( )( ) .idid 323,12,13 KKKKK VRRR VVVV ⊗∈⊗τ=τ⊗=  
A quasi-cocommutative K -bialgebra [Hopf K -algebra] ( )RmVb ,,,,, ηε∆= KA  
( )[ ] A ab ,  is braided (or quasi-triangular) if the universal R-matrix R satisfies  the 
relations ( )( ) 2313id RRRV =⊗∆ K  and ( ) ( ) .id 1213RRRV =∆⊗K  All cocommutative 
                                                          
28 In a K -bialgebra, may exist, at most, only one antipode (see [41], Def. III 3.2., p. 51). 
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bialgebras are braided with universal R-matrix .11 KK VVR ⊗=  Often, a non-
cocommutative braided Hopf K -algebra is called a quantum group. 
8. The HBJ EBBH-algebra 
It is possible to associate a natural structure of (non-commutative) braided Hopf 
K -algebra to the HBJ EBB-algebra. So, we will get an explicit example of non-
commutative Hopf K -algebra, that can be taken as basic structure of a (particular) 
quantum group. 
On ( )( ) ( ),,,, ∗⋅+∆= IIHBJ FFGAK  let us consider the unique (see Section 
2) linear extension i of the inversion 1: −→ ggiG  (with )IG F∆=  to IF∆  and 
set29 (if necessary, in the tensor product algebra ( ),,,,:) ∗⋅+∆=⊗ IV FAA KKK  
,∗=m  ( ) ( 11 =η=η  the unit of ( )( )),IHKJ FGAK  ( ) xxx ⊗=∆  (group-like 
elements), ( ) Ixx F∆∈∀=ε 1  and ( ).~ IEndia F∆∈=  
Hence 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )yxyxyxyxm ∗⊗∗=∗∆=∆ , 30 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ,,, Iyxyxmyxyxyx F∆∈∀∆∆=∆∗∆=⊗∗⊗=  
( )( ) ( ) ( ) 111, ∗==ε=∗ε=ε zyxyxm  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )Iyxyxmyx F∆∈∀εε=ε∗ε= ,,  
(where ( ),, yxmz =  and ( ) ( )),1 Ixx F∆∈∀=ε  so that ∆, ε are homomorphism of 
K -algebras. 
Therefore, it is immediate to prove that ( )( ) =IHBJb FGAK  
( )ηε∆∆ ,,,, mIF  is a (non-commutative) K -bialgebra (see, also, [42], Chapt. I, 
Section 1.2.6., Example 7). In fact, we have 
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) )xximxximximxa ⊗=⊗⊗=∆⊗=∗ ~id~id~idˆ DD  
( ) =⊗= − xxm 1 31 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )xaxxx ∗=εη==∗− ˆid11 D  
                                                          
29 In the notations of Section 7. 
30 See [41], Chapt. II, Section II.4. 
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for each ( ).Ix F∆∈  Hence εη=∗=∗ Daa ˆididˆ  and therefore, a is an antipode, 
that is, ( )( )ab IHBJ ,FA  is a non-commutative Hopf K -algebra32, naturally braided 
by .11⊗=R  We will denote it by ( ) ,IFHK  and will be said the33 Heisenberg-
Born-Jordan EBBH-algebra (or HBJ EBBH-algebra). As already said, this last 
structure may be regarded as the basic structure of a quantum group that also got, a 
posteriori, a more physical motivation in its name. In conclusion, in the HBJ EBBH-
algebra may be recognized the eventually quantic origins of the basilar structure of 
quantum group, although it has been obtained endowing the basic EBB-groupoid 
algebra with a trivial structure of braided Hopf K -algebra. There are further, well 
known, (over) structures and properties on such EBB-groupoid algebra when I is 
finite (since we shall get a finitely generated algebra), but very few when I is infinite 
(that is, when the algebra is not finitely generated). 
In this first paper, we have considered the only possible (although trivial) 
structure of braided non-commutative Hopf algebra on such EBB-groupoid algebra, 
when I is infinite (no finitely generation). 
In a further paper, we shall try to find other non-trivial structure on it, in spite of 
its (interesting) no finitely (algebraic) generation. 
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